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About This Game

In a world where most of humanity spends their waking life inside VR, one corporation has vast control over the planet. To
ensure the freedom of humanity, you must enter the private simulation of an inventor long-thought dead.

Roomscale Gameplay

Have you ever played an old wooden marble-maze that you tilt to move the marble toward the goal? Imagine that you had a huge
one that you walked around on top of, and the maze tilted with your body weight. That's the basic idea that inspired the

gameplay of Tilted Mind. There are 6 mazes you must beat in order to win the game.

Features

The game can be played with optional body tracking if you have 3 Vive Trackers in addition to your 2 controllers.
Attach one Vive Tracker to the top of each foot and one to your back on your belt. (Calibrate the body after the intro
video has played by pressing down in the menu and choosing "Recalibrate Body.") If you want to try body tracking and
have only 2 Vive Trackers, you can still try it, but it's not optimized for 2 Trackers.

Optional "Comfort Mode" that lets you play without the maze tilting--the ball gets pulled towards an arrow extending
from your remote.
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Title: Tilted Mind
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Paul Svelmoe
Publisher:
Paul Svelmoe
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 (possibly Windows 8.1)

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Oculus Touch support through SteamVR

English
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Recommended. This remind me of old 2D JPRG game I use to play long time ago. I play the game until complete, my 100%
achievements, and I enjoyed entirety. My favorite music from the game is at Ancient Pyramid. Easiest part was the 1st
Basement dungeon. Most challenging part was getting the special achievements of Level 99 Oswald and 99,999 money. So I
want to suggest maybe to add bonus achievements to reward players who play get these extra achievements?? If can get Japanese
texts \/ translation it's good and I can recommend the game to my other friends with not-so-good English? Thank you.. A Valken
clone with mouse aiming. Good for a few hours. I recommend Gigantic Army over this, though.. Great story, suprisingly
imaginative use of RPG maker, and just the right amount of creepiness to make the puzzles enjoyable whilst keeping the
atmosphere intense, but not over the top. I'm really emjoying it!

BTY - I got a framerate slowdown issue - This is resolvable by pressing the Alt and Enter keys together.. This game is awesome.
The style reminds me of tron and great playing with some music. Dev is active and helped me out when I got stuck. Really
cheap for the amount of content too. Look forward to see whats added in the future.. I've been playing this for quite a while, it
is worth tghe 5$ should be your ultimate question, and it is. It's about figuring this out and watching your little people run around
and do stuff. You don't directly control them, so in that sense it is really a 'god' game, because you can only mess with the
people indirectly. I orginally bought it when it was not even on steam, and I got to say, I have enjoyed many hours, trying to get
things 'just right'.. Simply Horrible. I don\u00b4t know why I picked it up, and I wish I didn\u00b4t but I did, so now I\u00b4m
here to tell you that you shouldn\u00b4t.. Who knew that a game about supernatural nazis interfering with this Japanese kid's
daily life could be so invigorating and full of philosophical context?

Sit your♥♥♥♥♥down, this is a long demo. I recommend for those who enjoy long pretentious prose, an awesome soundtrack,
quirky antagonists, and an thought-provoking story.
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As someone who loves turn-based strategy games, I am so happy to have found this game! This is the best TBS game for VR
right now. I believe it sets the bar for many features that a TBS VR game should have: the ability to raise the floor so you're not
straining your neck looking down all the time, the ability to switch between being a giant and shrinking down to see everything
to scale, and a good teleportation function.

The game's graphics are very good and the gameplay is fun. I also really like the music. If you enjoy turn based strategy games I
highly recommend buying this game.. One of the best RPGs I've ever played. It's every bit as good as the late 1990s infinity
engine classics from which it draws its inspiration (in fact, it even rivals my beloved "Fallout 2" on many levels).

The gameplay, plot, and writing are all top notch, but its biggest success is how it handles choice and consequences. There are 5
separate factions, each with their own political and moral opinions, quests, storylines, and endings. Every choice you make in
the game affects how these factions view you, which makes political maneuvering a dimension of gameplay every bit as
important as outright combat. Playing the various factions off of each other, allying with them, or betraying them, is endlessly
entertaining and there are very few games which balance open world freedom of choice with complexity of plot as well as this
one.

An awesome end to one of the best RPG series ever. If you only play one game in the Geneforge series it should be this one.
. A strange game that will put you in an awkward position - as an invalid on a wheelchair. The game tells about the difficulties
that people overcome every day, teaches treating disabled people as ordinary people. The game throws you into the most unusual
places, each level as a new challenge. Willy-nilly, you think that the most ordinary things - it seems not so simple when you are
on a wheelchair.
Love that experience.. one the best games i have ever played. i bought it because i still play multiplayer, but it doesn't work..
waste of money.. lol game
1] game lags on GTX970m wtf lol ?
2] u cant kill with headshots only body shots are calculated. NEON
PILLS
MUSIC THAT MAKES YOU FEEL LIKE A HIGH SCHOOL CHEERLEADER ON ADDERALL\u2014
NO LONGER MUST YOU GO TO A HORRIBLE RAVE FOR THESE THINGS.

Intake is an arcade game you'd find in The Sprawl, played by razorgirls and sweet cyperspace cowboys.

8\/10, would overdose again.. A SHARK BATTLESHIP! Need I say more? Not satisfied? Fine.. when I died it said "you killed
Sirius, want a cookie?"
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